**HOUISING STYLES**

**VIDEO WORKSHEET**

**DIRECTIONS:** Answer the following questions on different housing styles.

**COLONIAL:**

1. The most common Colonial Style is the __________ Colonial.
2. Colonials usually have ______ levels.
3. What is a ‘pediment’?
4. Name the two types of roofs that Colonials usually have.

**CAPE COD:**

5. True or False: Cape Cods are an intricately detailed house with lots of decoration.
6. Cape Cods have_______story/stories.
7. A main characteristic of the Cape Cod is the __________.

**TUDOR:**

8. Tudors are based on__________English homes.
9. True or False: Tudors are symmetrical.
10. List two features of a Tudor.
French:

11. French style homes are sometimes mistaken as_______.
12. Name one common characteristic of French style homes.

13. Doors are set in simple_______.

Neoclassical:

14. Neoclassical has a full height entry porch with_______.
15. Many public buildings are_______________.

Spanish:

16. The most distinctive feature of the Spanish house is its_______.
17. Walls are almost always___________.

Victorian:

18. A Queen_______ is a popular Victorian style.
19. True or False: Victorian houses usually have porches that may wrap around the sides of the house.
20. These houses are often painted in_____________ color(s).

Brownstone:

21. A Brownstone is a______, narrow house.
22. Brownstones are most common in the___________ part of the country.

Prairie Style:

23. The Prairie Style has a vertical or horizontal shape. (Circle one)
24. Windows feature_________ patterns.
Craftsman:
25. The Craftsman house has a___________.
26. There usually is a front porch with_____________.

Ranch:
27. The Ranch originated in ____________.
28. Another name for the Ranch is the______________.
29. True or False: The Ranch has only one story.
30. List two features of the Ranch.

Split-level:
31. A split-level separates the house into what areas?

International:
32. The International style is focused on simple, __________ spaces.
33. These houses look__________ and have no__________ detailing.

Contemporary/Modern:
34. Contemporary/Modern styles are the same as the______________, but without the ‘stark’ look.
35. The______________style uses bold diagonals and counter-pointed shapes.

Eclectic/Transitional:
36. True or False: This style could be described as ‘anything goes’.
**Colonial:**

1. The most common Colonial Style is the **Georgian** Colonial.

2. Colonials usually have **two** levels.

3. What is a ‘pediment’? **The decoration over the door.**

4. Name the two types of roofs that Colonials usually have.
   
   *Side-gabled and hip roof*

**Cape Cod:**

5. True or **False**: Cape Cods are an intricately detailed house with lots of decoration.

6. Cape Cods have **one** story/stories.

7. A main characteristic of the Cape Cod is the **dormers**.

**Tudor:**

8. Tudors are based on **Mediaeval** English homes.

9. True or **False**: Tudors are symmetrical.

10. List two features of a Tudor.
    
    *tall, multi-paned windows; massive chimneys; half-timbering*
**French:**

11. French style homes are sometimes mistaken as __Tudors__.

12. Name one common characteristic of French style homes.

   *Tall, steeply pitched roof with flaring eves.*

13. Doors are set in simple __arches__.

**Neoclassical:**

14. Neoclassical has a full height entry porch with __columns__ and a classical or broken __pediment__.

15. Many public buildings are __neoclassical__.

**Spanish:**

16. The most distinctive feature of the Spanish house is its __tiled roof__.

17. Walls are almost always __stucco__.

**Victorian:**

18. A Queen __Anne__ is a popular Victorian style.

19. **True** or False: Victorian houses usually have porches that may wrap around the sides of the house.

20. These houses are often painted in __many different__ color(s).

**Brownstone:**

21. A Brownstone is a __tall__, narrow house.

22. Brownstones are most common in the __northeastern__ part of the country.

**Prairie Style:**

23. The Prairie Style has a vertical or __horizontal__ shape. (Circle one)

CRAFTSMAN:

25. The Craftsman house has a **pitched roof**.
26. There usually is a front porch with **squared columns**.

RANCH:

27. The Ranch originated in **California**.
28. Another name for the Ranch is the **Rambler**.
29. **True** of False: The Ranch has only one story.
30. List two features of the Ranch.
   
   **Large picture window; patio in the back**

SPLIT-LEVEL:

31. A split-level separates the house into what areas?
   
   *The bedrooms, the family room and garage; and the living room and kitchen.*

INTERNATIONAL:

32. The International style is focused on simple, **open** spaces.
33. These houses look **stark** and have no **decorative** detailing.

CONTEMPORARY/MODERN:

34. Contemporary/Modern styles are the same as the **International**, but without the ‘stark’ look.
35. The **Shed** style uses bold diagonals and counter-pointed shapes.

ECLECTIC/TRANSITIONAL:

36. **True** or False: This style could be described as ‘anything goes’.